GLBT and Sex Bondage Targeting 3-year olds at West Chicago, IL Library

Do you want your 3-year old to see images of this?

These pictures taken from the Chicago 2009 Gay Pride Parade featuring nudity, vulgar language, and sexual dancing.

If your answer is “No!” then why is the West Chicago Library trying to normalize that behavior by making available Gayle E. Pitman’s children’s book *This Day in June* which depicts these very acts?

Many gay pride parades feature explicit nudity of the genitals, sexual acts, gender dysphoria (“transgenderism”), and sadistic & masochistic interactions (whips, chokers, dominance). These are not appropriate topics to be promoted as virtuous and exposed to young children.

The book issue will be discussed and voted on during the next meeting on August 28. We NEED a large crowd of people who are outraged at this type of material to show up at the meeting. We only need to persuade four Trustees to vote for removing the book from our library. The meeting begins at 7:00pm at the library (address below). This is a great opportunity to stand up for our values. For those who are coming to the meeting you will get an opportunity to address the Board for three minutes to tell us what you think of this book being available to a three-year old child.

**CONTACT:**

Director Benjamin Weseloh  
West Chicago Public Library  
118 West Washington Street  
West Chicago, Illinois 60185

Request that he remove *This Day in June* because it is inappropriate for young children!